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Foreword
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The Real Estate Survey emanated from our 
4th Restructuring Survey launched in Q1 
2021. Most of the survey respondents cited 
real estate as one of the sectors that was 
most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
particularly because of the liquidity pressure 
on tenants as a result of COVID-19. Therefore 
we felt the need to further unpack some of 
the recent challenges with key players in the 
real estate sector whilst looking ahead and 
understanding some of the strategic changes 
that can be made to enhance or stablise a 
recovery position.

We ran a focused and targeted survey to 
garner the views of key industry leaders 
through a series of interviews. We are really 
grateful to all the survey respondents for 
your insights and contributions. The survey 
would not have been possible without your 
involvement.

We look forward to sharing the survey results 
and our continued engagement on future 
developments in the real estate sector.
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The future outlook of the 
real estate sector

It goes without saying that the real 
estate sector played a key role in 
supporting tenants, providing much 
needed relief during one of the most 
unprecedented events in our lifetime. 
As the vaccination programme gains 
momentum together with a slow 
economic recovery, further setbacks 
brought about by the July 2021 riots in 
Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal (KZN), the 
real estate sector may take some time  
to fully recover.

The aim of this report is to obtain 
a deeper understanding of the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on the real estate sector, support 
provided to tenants, the sector’s 
digital transformation journey and 
how it is repositioning for a recovery 
in an environment where property 
fundamentals are likely to remain 
depressed in the short to medium term. 

We interviewed a number of Real Estate 
Investment Trust (REIT) executives to 
gain insight into the sector and what 
their expectations are for the next two 
to three years.
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 • Liquidity pressures faced by tenants 
and devaluation of properties were the 
biggest impact on REIT portfolios

 • Offering rental relief was the most 
common action provided by landlords to 
support tenants during the first wave of 
the COVID-19

 • Prudent cashflow management 
was the most common action taken by 
landlords to manage their impact   
of COVID-19

 • Repositioning for recovery involves 
deepening relationships with tenants, 
strategy refinement, strengthening 
balance sheets and re-affirmation 
of commitment to green initiatives/ 
environmental social and  
governance (ESG)

 • Tenants have emerged as some of 
the real winners of COVID-19 from the 
following perspective:

 – The negotiating power is favour of 
tenants given the excess capacity in 
the market. There is no better time to 
negotiate favourable rental terms

 – The need to improve customer 
experience and satisfaction: most of 
the respondents have cited their plans 
to improve tenants’ experience, 
increase engagement with tenants 
and understand tenants evolving 
business needs in order to offer the 
right solutions

 – Smart real estate initiatives are 
expected to take centre stage in some 
of the REIT strategies, which will help 
tenants to cut costs as some of the data 
may be shared with them.

 – Some of the respondents have 
highlighted the need for flexibility 
in structuring lease agreements         
with tenants

 • The real estate sector is likely to remain 
depressed in the next two to three 
years due to the following; (a) it was 
already in a cyclical down turn prior to 
COVID-19; (b) it is a lagging sector and 
its performance largely tracks gross 
domestic product (GDP) performance; 
(c) it is a bear market, there is excess 
supply in the market and not enough 
demand; and (d) the recent riots which 
disrupted economic activity in some parts 
of Gauteng and KZN. However some of 
the respondents expect recovery in the 
next 12 months

 • There is a need to have a clear and 
defined digital transformation roadmap in 
place as most respondents indicated that 
digital transformation is important to their 
business strategy but they are not directly 
aware of whether their business has a 
roadmap in place

Some of the key themes that emerged from the survey are:
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Recent sector trends

The listed property sector in South Africa has been impacted the most by COVID-19

 • The SA Listed Property Index (SAPI) has 
been the worst performing sector on 
the Johannesburg Stock Exchange ( JSE) 
in South Africa since December 2019. 
During March 2020, where uncertainty 
in financial markets was at its highest, 
the SAPI was as much as 56% lower 
than the corresponding close on 31 
December 2019. By comparison, the 
JSE All Share Index (ALSI) declined 
by as much as 34% compared to the 
December 2019 levels, demonstrating 
that, in general, listed equities have not 
been as severely impacted.

 • The SAPI started to recover from 
November 2020, boosted by greater 
optimism regarding global economic 
growth following the expectations of 
the widespread use of vaccines against 
COVID-19. But, by 31 December 2021, 
the index was still 23% off the December 
2019 level, which implies the recovery 
still has a long way to go. Comparatively, 
the ALSI closed around 29% higher than 
the December 2019 close. 

Source: Deloitte Analysis; S&P Capital IQ; Rode’s Report; REIT financial information obtained from S&P Capital IQ and respective company websites

Change in the JSE All Share and SA Listed Property Indices Since Dec-19
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 • Most REITs are trading below their net asset 
values (NAV) based on their respective market 
capitalisations at 31 December 2021. Based 
on our analysis at 31 December 2021, the 
mean and median observed discounts to NAV 
were calculated at 22% and 25% respectively. 
This is echoed in the Rode’s Report on the 
South African Property Market (Q3 2021) 
(Rode’s Report), where discounts to NAV of 
between 20% and 30% were reported. In 
contrast, Stor-Age Property REIT Limited (a 
highly specialised property fund focused on 
the self storage sector) and Equites Property 
Fund Limited (specialist logistics REIT ) are 
trading at premiums to their respective net 
asset values. Not all broader property sectors 
have been impacted in the same way by the 
COVID-19 outbreak, with the Stor-Age and 
Equities property portfolios proving to be 
resilient to the pandemic.

Real Estate Survey - Lessons from 2021  | Recent sector trends

REIT (Discount)/Premium to NAV per Share at 31-Dec-21
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There have been winners and losers in South Africa’s broader property sector since the outbreak of COVID-19 in 
March last year

 • One of the big winners has been the 
residential property market, that saw sales 
surge due to record low interest rates.

 • Nationally, nominal house prices increased 
by 3% year on year (YoY) in September 
2021, slowing from the pandemic peak of 
5.1% in April 2021, according to FNB data.

 • Industrial property has been the sector 
that has been proving resilient during the 
pandemic – it has seen rental growth of 
c.3% YoY and vacancies below 5%. The 2.6 
points is considered ‘low’ on the Rode’s 
vacancy scale of 1-9, implying that less than 
5% of industrial properties are vacant.

 • Although the “hard” manufacturing 
sub-sector is under severe pressure, the 
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 • There is a growing risk that the South 
African Reserve Bank (SARB) could continue 
with a gradual rise in the repurchase rate 
given its expected trajectory for headline 
inflation and upside risks.

 • Although reported national flat vacancies 
are decreasing since their peak in Q4 
2020 (13.1%), they are still well above pre-
pandemic levels.

logistics sub-sector is driving the industrial 
property market recovery.

 • Rodes highlights that a positive for the 
industrial market is the ever-growing 
demand for new-generation warehouses 
with modern racking systems and 
distribution space for strongly growing 
online retail sales.

Rode’s National Industrial Vacancy Factor

Rode’s Vacancy Scale for Industrial Properties

FNB South Africa Average House Price Index

2.6% 2.8% 2.9% 2.6%

Mar-20 Dec-20 Mar-21 Jun-21

2.8% 2.7%

Sep-21 Dec-21
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SA Monthly Retail Sales In Constant Prices (ZAR’m)SAPOA and Rode’s National Office Vacancy Factors

Office Retail

 • Retail property, which was initially hard-hit 
by lockdowns, is seeing a recovery.

 • While the retail sector has performed better 
in 2021, such an increase is expected given 
the lower base of 2020. Based on data 
obtained from Statistics SA, retail sales for 
the eleven months ending November 2021 
were lower than the comparable period 
in 2019. The unrest in July 2021 has also 
impacted the recovery.

 • The retail sector is expected to continue 
to recover over the short term due to 
better economic growth and low interest 
rates. Future COVID-19 mutations and 
waves of infection may further impact the 
sector’s recovery.
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 • The office property oversupply is significant 
and vacancy rates nationally reached an “all-
time high” of 15.4% at the end of September 
2021, according to SAPOA. Rode’s expects 
vacancy rates to deteriorate further to 20%, 
or even 25%, in the next year as leases 
expire and tenants procure less space. 

 • The requirement for office space in a post-
pandemic world remains one of the key 
uncertainties facing the sector.

 • Current expectations indicate that the need 
for office space for larger corporations will 
remain, although the days of 5-day working 
weeks are likely gone as flexible/hybrid 
working models gain momentum.
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COVID-19 Impact on the real estate sector
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The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted 
businesses in most sectors across the country. 
While many sectors were severely impacted, 
others benefited significantly such as online 
retailers. The real estate sector, on the other 
hand, has historically proven to be one of the 
most resilient and consistent sectors, even in 
turbulent times. However, it was not spared and 
has felt some of the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic and various lock down measures, as 
tenants struggled to survive.

Landlords’ support 
to tenants

COVID-19 Impact on 
property portfolios was 
not too severe

Most of the respondents indicated that the biggest impact on their property portfolio was due to the liquidity pressure faced by their 
tenants, particularly from sectors such as retail. This was followed by the devaluation of property portfolios which temporarily impacted 
covenants due to an increase in loan to value (“LTV”).

Figure 1. Impact of COVID-19 on landlords’ property portfolios 

Tenants from certain sectors 
are facing liquidity pressures, 
which impacted collections

Devaluation of property 
portfolios which led to 
an increase in LTV which 
impacted covenants

Decline in renewal and 
retention of tenants , 
including finding new tenants

Increase in operating costs

Deferral and/or delays on 
acquisitions, disposals and 
developments

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

11%

14%

20%

26%

29%

Proportion of responsesWhat has been the 
impact of COVID-19 
on your company’s 
property portfolio?
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Despite being impacted by the pandemic, 
landlords have played a critical role in 
supporting tenants struggling with the 
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
government lockdowns.

Rental reliefs and 
deferments were the 
most common support 
provided to tenants 

Figure 2. Landlords’ support to tenantsLandlords’ support 
to tenants

Real Estate Survey - Lessons from 2021  | COVID-19 Impact on the real estate sector

There was a need to strike a balance in supporting tenants due to different dynamics affecting tenants. Most of the respondents indicated that 
rental relief was the most common action provided by landlords to tenants, particularly during the first wave of the pandemic. Rental 
deferments were not as common as rental relief and where it was offered, it was largely tied to a payment plan.

As each business is different, offering tailored solutions after understanding the tenants’ business was also cited as some of the common 
actions provided by landlords. Landlords also indicated that it was very difficult to negotiate and reach some form of agreement with 
certain key customers. Other actions taken by landlords included looking at cost optimisation within their property portfolios and 
passing that on to their tenants.

Proportion of responsesHow have you been 
supporting your tenants?

0% 10% 20% 30%

13.9%

13.9%

27.8%

22.2%

22.2%

Offered rental reliefs and 
rental deferments

It was difficult to negotiate 
and reach some form 
of agreement with key 
customers

Engaged and kept 
abreast with the impact 
of COVID-19 on tenants’ 
businesses to come up 
with solutions on how best 
to support tenants

Changed the basis for rental 
to correlate with tenant 
turnover, where relevant

Offered rental discounts to 
improve collections and cost 
saving benefits to tenants
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Figure 3. Common measures/actions taken by REITs to respond to the impact of COVID-19 on their businesses

Proportion of responsesWhat measures/actions did you take to 
respond to the impact of COVID-19 on 
the liquidity, performance and value of 
your property portfolio (if any)?

91% of respondents have also cited that diversification of their property portfolios either by customer type, region and sector has cushioned the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the performance of their businesses. Therefore, further diversification is possible in the future.

Implemented prudent cashflow 
management initiatives to improve liquidity 
due to a decline in collections, reliefs 
provided to tenants and an increase in 
debtors in arrears

Suspended current developments and 
postponed developments in the pipeline

Implemented cost containment initiatives 
in anticipation of reduced tenant 
footprint and slightly lower increases in 
rental escalations

Negotiated temporary relief/relaxations on 
covenants and other arrangements with 
banks and note/bond holders

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

14.8%

22.2%

25.9%

29.6%As with many businesses in various sectors, 
landlords also took the necessary steps 
to respond to the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on their businesses. This was 
largely coordinated through the South African 
Property Owners Association (SAPOA), which 
took the lead in initial engagements with 
key stakeholders such as Lenders. Internal 
firm initiatives such as prudent cashflow 
management and suspension of current 
developments were the most common 
actions taken by landlords compared to 
external initiatives such as engaging with 
lenders for temporary covenant waivers/
relaxation.

Prudent cashflow 
management was the 
most common response 
to COVID-19 pandemic 

Repositioning 
for recovery
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Real Estate companies are repositioning for COVID-19 recovery, with a focus on refining strategy, and building better tenant relations, through improving communication and tenant experience, with the 
hope of increasing customer satisfaction even in uncertain times. The other focus is on sharing data with tenants to help them understand their utility usage to enable cost reduction. In this buyer’s/
tenant’s market, tenants are more selective, and so these repositioning movements will be more enticing and attractive to tenants.

Figure 4. Measures/actions to position REITs for a recovery

DEEPENING RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH TENANTS

STRATEGY REFINEMENT STRENGTHENING
BALANCE SHEET

ESG COMMITMENT

 • Increased engagement  
with tenants 

 • Focus on improving tenant 
experience 

 • Understanding customer 
changing business needs to 
offer the right solutions

 • Flexibility in lease 
negotiation and structuring

 • Re-assessing current sectors 

 • Re-evaluating the client base

 • Diversification/Re-assessing 
SA portfolio

 • Repositioning and 
repurposing assets

 • Debt reduction 

 • Continue with cost saving 
initiatives 

 • Sell assets 

 • Recapitalise the business

 • Re-affirm commitment to 
green initiatives/ESG

It is a buyers market, there is excess capacity and not enough demand, the race for space is over.

Real Estate Survey - Lessons from 2021  | COVID-19 Impact on the real estate sector

Common actions taken by REIT to position for a recovery 
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The new normal

A prolonged COVID-19 environment means that landlords will need to adapt to operate in an environment where COVID-19 is an external factor that needs to be considered in their decision-making 
process. The implications will include space configuration, occupational health and safety policies and technology.

Measures/actions to position the business in the event of a prolonged COVID-19 impact

Figure 5. Measures/actions being taken in the event of a prolonged COVID-19 impact/or further lockdown measures

ADAPT TO NEW 
ENVIRONMENT

PRESERVING LIQUIDITY TECHNOLOGICAL 
SOLUTIONS

FOCUS ON TENANT SAFETY

 • Learn to operate within the 
COVID-19 environment, its 
constraints and

 • Buildings are COVID-19 
compliant

 • Returning to basics 
of prudent cash flow 
management 

 • Booking systems to support 
tenants hybrid working 
arrangements

 • Replace fingerprint devices

 • Technology to measure the 
air quality in office buildings

 • Strict COVID-19 protocols 
are being observed in 
buildings

Common actions indicated by respondents

 • Adapt to new environment - learn to 
operate within the COVID-19 environment, 
with its constraints and limitations. COVID-19 
impacts may include increased space 
requirements as people need to social 
distance, therefore space configuration will 

become important and buildings must 
become COVID-19 compliant.

 • Preserving liquidity - Returning to 
basics in terms of preserving liquidity 
(i.e. suspend distributions and prudent 
cashflow management).

 • Technological solutions to minimise 
business interruptions - Ensure that 
there is adequate technological solutions 
to be able to meet all the business needs. 
Hybrid working arrangements will require 
a proper booking system to ensure that 
the assets are operated efficiently.

 • Focus on tenants’ safety - Ensure that 
tenants feel safe in the buildings and strict 
COVID-19 protocols are being observed. 
Therefore a core focus will be to improve 
occupational health and safety (i.e. air quality, 
sensors and other smart technology devices, 
which will in turn provide better access to data).
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Figure 6. Fundamental change expected to be brought by the impact of COVID-19 on retail 
and office space demand

Do you think COVID-19 will accelerate a fundamental change in the Real Estate sector in terms 
of where people work and shop, which will result in less demand of office and retail space?

In light of these recent developments, 63% of the respondents indicated there is a possibility that COVID-19 
will accelerate a fundamental change in terms of where people work and shop, which may result in less demand 
of office and retail space. 37% of the respondents cited that it was unlikely due to a number of challenges 
such as lack of infrastructure. On the other hand, the increase in online shopping has presented an opportunity 
for investment and development in industrial properties as the demand for warehouses is likely to increase as 
online retailers bolster their online presence.

The aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic will be felt for years to come. Most companies are likely to establish a 
permanent hybrid working arrangement for their employees in terms of their return to work strategies. Other 
major changes brought about by the pandemic is the shift to online presence by major retailers.

Potentially fundamental shifts in the real estate sector 
brought about by COVID-19

Definitely yes

Probably yes

Might or might not

Probably not

18%
27%

18%

36%

The new normal
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We are likely to end up with adjacent stranded assets fighting for new tenants, which cannot be easily converted to residential.

Future outlook of the real estate sector

Most of the survey respondents have indicated that they think property 
fundamentals are likely to remain depressed because of the following reasons:

Property fundamentals are likely to remain depressed in the short to medium term Positioning the business for growth in a challenging environment

 • The real estate sector was already on a 
cyclical downturn prior to COVID-19 and 
COVID-19 accelerated the downturn 

 • There is excess capacity and not enough 
demand, tenants are most likely going to 
be selective

 • The real estate sector returns are likely 
to be lacklustre, given the trifecta of a 
weak economy playing into a COVID-19 
impact and fairly widespread violence. 
Performance in the sector is largely 
correlated to GDP growth and it is a 
lagging sector by about a year

 • Rent levels are expected to remain under 
pressure due to excess capacity

 • There is a negative structural downturn 
on the retail side, which will take much 
longer to improve 

Most of the survey respondents have indicated the following actions with regard 
to positioning their businesses for growth:

 • Existing assets: focusing on tenant 
retention via relationship building 
(listening to challenges, providing support 
where required and possible) and 
ensuring safety and security

 • Global interest rate and global liquidity 
is conducive for growth, however it 
is important to find the right capital 
structure as LTV has been impacted

 • Futureproofing property assets: buildings 
needs to be multi-functional to be able to 
appeal to multiple tenants

 • Investment in industrial assets: 
disruptions such as online shopping will 
require storage warehouses (increase in 
industrial nodes)

 • Downsizing stores in certain sectors

 • Looking to expand into different locations

 • Internationalising the business
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Figure 8. Clearly defined digital transformation roadmap in place

Smart Real Estate

Real Estate Survey - Lessons from 2021  | Smart Real Estate

Most of the survey respondents have indicated the importance of investment in digital 
transformation in the real estate sector. However, it will move at slower pace compared to 
the broader financial services sector.

100% of respondents rank investment in technology as important although to varying 
degrees from moderately to extremely important. However only 18% of the respondents 
indicated that they definitely have a clear defined digital transformation roadmap in 
place, while 45% of respondents indicated that they most likely do, however they are 
not directly aware of it. This shows that more communication is needed between IT and 
management especially with the high levels of interest in data monetisation.

Do you have a clearly defined digital 
transformation roadmap in place?

Extremely important

Very important

Moderately important

Slightly important

Definitely yes

Probably yes

Might or might not

Probably not

18%

45%

36%

18%

45%

36%

Figure 7. Importance of investment in technology in real estate 
and portfolio modernisation strategy

How important is investment in 
technology in your real estate and 
portfolio modernisation strategy?

Technological innovation is a key area of investment

91% of the respondents have indicated that they plan to increase investment in 
technology over the next year, which supports the sentiment by all the respondents on 
the importance of technology investment in their real estate and portfolio modernisation 
strategy. 

Only 18% of the respondents highlighted that they were exposed to issues of technology 
and digital transformation due to COVID-19, which might have presented challenges in 
terms of doing business with employees working from home. On the other hand, 55% of 
the respondents have cited that they were not impacted at all. This highlights that some 
firms have already been investing in technology. With the future of work moving towards a 
hybrid model, investment will be needed as new technologies and adjustments are made 
to improve the productivity and efficacy of this model.
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Wants and where to go

Most of the respondents find data analytics and monetisation to be the most 
important digital transformation areas for their business strategy, followed by Smart 
Facilities Management and Real Estate as a Service. IoT was surprisingly only 4th 
but this is something that can bring data into the business, therefore this might be an 
opportunity that is being missed by the industry. There needs to be some sort of 
digital education.

Figure 10: Positioning for digital transformationFigure 9: Important areas of digital transformation to your 
business strategy

Which areas of digital transformation 
are most important to your business 
strategy? 

Data analytics and monetisation 

Smart Facilities Management

Real Estate as a Service

IOT

Return to work solutions

Platforms and marketplace

21.4%

19%

0% 25%

19%

16.7%

14.3%

9.5%

Which areas of digital 
transformation are most important 
to your business strategy?

Digital tenant/employee 
experience is a core competency 
of my organisation

My company has accelerated 
redefining business processes, 
job roles, and skill requirements 
to include the use of technology 
and tools

My company has the skills 
and resources required 
to operate a digitally 
transformed business

18%

18%

55% 27%

82%

9% 55% 36%

75% 100%50%25%0%

Not well prepared (1-2)

Moderately prepared (3)

Extremely well prepared (4-5)

On positioning REITs businesses for digital transformation, 82% of the respondents 
indicated that their companies have accelerated redefining business processes, job roles 
and skill requirements to include the use of technology and tools, while 55% of the 
respondents also cited that their companies may still be lacking in terms of the adequate 
skills and resources required to operate a digitally transformed business. Therefore it 
is not surprising that only 27% of respondents indicated that digital tenant/employee 
experience is a core competency of their organisations, as it is evident that there is still a 
considerable amount of work that needs to be done in terms of the preparation to position 
REITs businesses for digital transformation.
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Figure 11: Management of real estate and IOT data

My organisation collects and uses 
the data exclusively for own use

The IOT technology/equipment 
provider owns and collects the 
data and my organisation has full 
access for free 

The IOT technology/provider owns 
and collects and my organisation 
provides shared access for free

My organisation collects the data, 
stores it at a centralised location, 
and makes it available to the 
tenant or external vendor for free

The IT technology/equipment 
provider owns and collects the 
data and my organisation does 
not have access

My organisation collects the data 
and shares it with tenants or 
external vendors for a cost

How do you currently manage 
your real estate and IOT data?

0%

0%

0% 25% 50%

44%

25%

19%

13%

Most respondents collect data for their own use, this might mean collecting data and simply storing it. None of the respondents indicated 
that they share data with tenants or external vendors meaning that none of the companies have yet found a way to use and monetise data 
successfully. Building better relationships with tenants was a key action that companies highlighted for their recovery yet none are really sharing 
any data with tenants.
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Our selected service offering to the real estate sector

Deloitte selected service offerings – Business Review & Turnaround: Value Creation Services

We support management teams with a range of services that, while ancillary to other turnaround discussions, 
give stakeholders comfort that the company is in control and managing its affairs.

We assist boards with discharging their going concern assessment duties and help build a credible narrative 
around ‘self help’ initiatives, both of which ensure that key stakeholders remain on side.

 • Benchmarking analysis to 
identify performance gaps  
vs peers

 • Root cause analysis to 
determine the reason for 
apparent inefficiencies in the 
working capital cycle

 • Recommendations of activities 
that optimise working capital 
and unlock cash

 • Stakeholder engagement to 
explain ‘self help’ working 
capital initiatives and build 
credibility for new money/
standstill asks

 • Set up of a cash conservation 
and management office (CCMO) 
to take immediate control of 
costs

 • Rapid assessment of cost base 
and identification of options 
and ‘quick wins’

 • Prioritisation of cost activities 
and capital expenditure given 
limited access to capital

 • Stakeholder engagement to 
explain ‘self help’ cost reduction 
initiatives and build credibility 
for new money/standstill asks

 • Review of cash flow forecasts to 
identify key operational going 
concern risks and intramonth 
liquidity pressure

 • Review of restructuring and 
debt agreements to identify 
potential breach clauses, events 
of default and consequences 
thereof

 • Assessment of key initiatives 
and sources of funding that 
mitigate going concern risk

 • Drafting audit committee 
papers and providing disclosure 
recommendations

Cost reduction

 • Are concessions from 
stakeholders required to 
maintain the going concern 
assumption?

 • Can we run a leaner, more  
agile business?

 • Can we prove to our funders 
that we have exhausted self-
help initiatives?

 • Is the going concern 
assumption appropriate?

 • Can the directors demonstrate 
that they are not trading 
recklessly?

Questions we help 
our clients answer

 • Provide the expertise and 
capacity needed to engage with 
the auditor and lenders around 
going concern

 • Reduce cash consumption/
identify cash levers

 • Help create a leaner, more 
agile business that can better 
withstand black swan events

 • Facilitate negotiation of new 
funding/delayed repayment of 
debt by showcasing self-help 
initiatives

Value we addGoing concern
reviews

Working capital 
optimisation
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 • Underperformance vs business plan

 • Refinancing challenges and upcoming maturities

 • Change in stakeholders

 • Withdrawal of trade credit insurance

 • Actual/forecast covenant breach

 • Cash flow issues

 • Going concern issues

Situation triggers Solutions

 • Create a common information platform parties 
can rely on

 • Negotiate with suppliers and lenders to prevent 
inadvertent insolvency during restructuring (e.g. 
standstill)

 • Restructuring model used as a pricing, covenant 
and debt capacity tool

 • Build a consensual deal through stakeholder 
management

 • Implementation and monitoring support

Approach

FRA services

Refinance

Covenant reset

Amend and extend

Balance sheet 
restructure

Sell/Exit

Stakeholder management and process control

Robust advice to boards and creditors based on a reliable common information platform

Resolve liquidity issues Restructuring options Creditor negotiations Implement solution

‘Bankable’ business plan Tactical advice and negotiation support

‘Plan A’ restructuring modelling ‘Plan B’ EPM modellingLiquidity modelling
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Deloitte selected service offerings – Financial Restructuring Advisory

We provide lead restructuring advice to management, creditors, investors and other stakeholders to drive the 
complex negotiation of consensual restructuring solutions in conjunction with ‘Plan B’ Contingency Planning.

We support stakeholders through every step of a financial restructuring and, through our evidence-based 
approach, build trust and deliver a consensual solution among divergent interests.

Standstill/interim plan
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 • What support does the company 
need from stakeholders while 
negotiations are ongoing, e.g. 
covenants waivers/standstill etc?

 • What are the objectives of each key 
stakeholder and therefore where can 
consensus be found?

 • What is the debt carrying capacity of 
the business?

 • Is the restructuring plan viable and 
equitable?

 • What is the optimal implementation 
mechanism (e.g. informal vs business 
rescue etc)?

Questions we help our 
clients answer

 • Build trust by independently vetting 
information and ensuring agreed 
milestones are met

 • Develop consensus among 
divergent stakeholders through 
open communication and adherence 
to tried-and-tested INSOL principles

 • Take pressure off stretched 
management teams by leading 
restructuring-related workstreams

 • Leverage our relationships with 
local and international lenders to 
deliver a consensual deal

Value we add

Real Estate Survey - Lessons from 2021  | Our selected service offering to the real estate sector
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We provide a range of professional valuation and modelling services

Valuation and valuation reviews of commercial office, retail, 
residential, industrial, hospitality and specialised real estate 
assets in accordance with the RICS Valuation – Professional 
Standards (the “Red Book”), IAS 40 and IFRS 13

Capital allocation modelling, Environmental, 
Social & Governance (ESG) metrics, investment 
case modelling, financial statement models, 
bankable feasibility studies, project finance 
models and technical model reviews

Valuations of tangible assets & capital 
equipment for financial reporting and 
other purposes

Valuations of derivatives and share options, 
supported by a specialist actuarial team

Independent and illustrative valuations of shares, 
businesses, funds, tangible and intangible assets, 
including SARB opinion letters, reviews of financial 
forecasts, and working capital reviews

For JSE Listing Requirements

IFRS 3 Purchase price allocation (PPA) 
valuations for financial reporting purposes, 
including pre-acquisition PPAs

Impairment testing in terms of IAS 36 for 
financial reporting purposes

Real Estate Valuation Independent Valuations

Modelling Fairness 
Options

Purchase Price 
Allocations

Tangible Assets 
and Capital 
Equipment

Derivatives and 
Share Options

Impairment Testing

Deloitte selected service offerings – Valuation and Modelling
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Smart Building Maturity Report

43.27%

27% 62% 34% 51%

People Tech Place Space

People Tech Place Space

47% 53%
37%31%

32%

46% 54%
31%

24%

45%

18%

41%

41% 37%

33%

30%
37%

30%

33%

33% 33%

34%

April 2021

1 Example Street 
Your smart building maturity level is:
industry average

On Standby
Basic tools are in place but 

place cultural challenges when 
embracing data-supported 

decision-making

Booting Up
Able to drive value from data in 
some pockets of the business. 
Still unclear on how to unlock 

the best returns.

Booting Up
Experimenting with 

innovative, data-oriented 
projects and technologies 

that help drive the industry 
forward.

Hyper Drive
Data-informed decision, 

making is the standard across 
much of the business.

Industry Average Deloitte Edge

April 2021
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The lack of a visible roadmap combined with a want to focus on technology 
and improved customer experience can be solved using Deloitte’s AssetIQ

Deloitte selected service offerings – Smart Real Estate (Deloitte AssetIQ)

Deloitte’s smart building digital maturity 
assessment tool that measures the 
building’s maturity levels across a range 
of capabilities spanning across the four 
smart building pillars of People, Place, 
Technology, and Space. This tool provides 
an understanding of where quick wins are 
possible for the client alongside a longer 
term roadmap.

AssetIQ Smart Building 
Rating Tool

Deloitte has developed a smart building 
framework that evaluates at a corporate 
building across a range of capabilities. 
This uses case studies from best-in-class 
building features from around the world 
and incorporates these capabilities into a 
holistic a framework that looks not only at 
technology, but also at user experience and 
system processes.

Deloitte Smart Building 
framework

Note: 
Connectivity 
has no 
impact 
on Energy 
Efficiency
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Jo Mitchell-Marais
Africa Turnaround and Restructuring 
Leader Financial Advisory
Email: jmitchellmarais@deloitte.co.za
Tel: +27 11 209 6871

Daniel Costa
Associate Director: Valuations and 
Modelling Financial Advisory
Email: daniecosta@deloitte.co.za
Tel: +27 11 806 5033

Dakalo Maliga
Senior Manager: Turnaround and 
Restructuring Financial Advisory
Email: dmaliga@deloitte.co.za
Tel: +27 11 209 8377

Nirosaha Amerasekera
Consultant: Financial Services - Smart Real 
Estate & Smart Cities Consulting
Email: namerasekera@deloitte.co.za
Tel: +27 11 209 8964
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